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TECHNIQUES AND-MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING
POSITIVE SEX ROLE IDENfIFICATION

Biologimlly'the human race is divided into t o co4lementary

kinds, male and female This is -necessary in ord r to maintain and

renew the species. Aside from these biological unctions f repro-

duction, how much of our behavior is attributab e to phys logical

differences and how much is determined 'by ioci tal expect ions?

There are differences in anatomy and hormonal alance whic equip

us to be either a father or a mother. But "f thering" or "pothering"
M

IIbe done by an opposite sex parent or eve by someone n t biologi-

cally related to the child. 'Socie ies throu hout the mill nia have,

established roles 'which are rel wed to the urvival of the species

and the preservation of the culture. Proba ly the most significant

of these roles are related to one's sex.

What does it mean to be a man or a wo an? Ifone'is In le, one

learns to be masculine. If one is Yemale one learns to be feminine.

The roles attached to each sex have defin to characteristic . Even

veryv ung children recognize the male ro e as having more 'ower or

..10"

t

higher status'than,the femare-role.- In a study by Broverma and

others (2), professinal counselors were asked to describe healthy

male, a healthy female, and a healthy ad it. Counselors at ributed,

more positive qualities to masculinity t an to feminity. T e male

role was described'as being competent, rational, and assertfve. The

femalerole was also described in positive.ways, having qua iities such

being sensitive to the needs of'others affectionate, wa r, and

expressive.

-But wee one sex had positive qualities, the rev rse applied

to the Oposite sex, Thus males were perceived as la king in .inter-

personal'isensitivity warmth ,and e4ressiveness, in comparison

3
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to women. females were seen as being Aepemdent, subjecilve,,passive,

illogiCal, and.less 'competent than men.

Although you may not agree with these womeA.Who assert themselves.

in the market place and the political arena, you can understkd their

motive of self-improVem.ent. .Bu.Nthe goals "or males are much'mott

ambiguous. For a male to become more feminine in itself, sounds

. disastrous We can deal, with a. *tomboy', but altissy" is much' more

threatening.: The situation is comparahle'ip a white male wishing hewer
!

black.- After all, why aspire to a lower pos11 ;But in relation.
4 ,

to earning power,"being female, 'white'or black, is a greater economic

handicap (3).
,0 4

When we,look at sex r lek we_Must realiie that these are not

immutable.-characteristics, such as having been born with one nose.-

or two legs,. _We::,are talking.abo4t: qualities on a continuum from one
9

extreme to the other. The' word "feminitY" connotes one who does not

"hide her emotions at all, cries easily', and has her feelings frequently

hurt. The word "masculinity ", on thb other hand, draws up the image of

one whoalways hides his emotions, almost never cries, and has feelings

noteasily.hurt. What 'society needs to realize is that a person who

can appropriately show enlotion, protect' one's feelings, and cry when

something, is truly moving, is a much healthier person, male or_female.

Probably one ofthe most. stated goals of the educational system"
.

today is that of recognizing where a child is, and helping that child

e
to We recognize this concept

,

cognitively when we teach literal

domprehension before we begin to emphasize' critical reading, Commit.
.

ment to growing'as al
I

person is as important, if not more important in

the long run, as ac ci
uisition of knowledge.'' and skills. But upholding

1

traditional stereotypes about what is masculine and what,is feminine

4
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conflic with a child's growth into a fully developed hupon being.

Be ause most of us learned what, it, was to be a male or female

before/we could even,think tractly, many of our ideas about 'sex

roles /are simplistic or even subconscious. For this reason we need

to rOse our own consciousness about sex roles in Watioh to expecta-
.

tion behavior, attitudes, opinions and values if we are ever to be

o-11,-elp our stuctehts tode v et° p the tr 'rpotent tal .

For exampl unless we. as teachers haVe a conscious commitment '
,

to a particular -nlew method of teaching we.are likely to end up.teaching

in,the way-we were taught. In adqition, the social climate of the

classroom is likely to remain the same way ;it Was when'we were -students.

In such an atmosphere we are likely to find girls. and boys lining up,
-=/..

separately, listed separately on the c1a4s list and expected to

achieve and to behave differently.

In examining your own behaviolr in the ci ssrbom, do you expect

girls to be more obedient and to achieve higher in reading;:writtng,

.and graMmar? Is,the code of chivalry still alive in your classroom?

Are boy's expected, to perform the heavy or dirty work in the clatsroom?

Do. the girls get first crack at the chairs when there area limited

number, while the boys are expectedsto stand or sit on 'the floor? Do

you apply adult sex AlfferenCes in strength to boys who are usually

smaller in size than girls the same age?

In most cases the domestic, classroom jobs related to cleaning

are assigned to females, while the jobs related to strength and

mechanical ability are assign d to males. It has bden found that Most

jobs related to moving and carrying things as well as operatingaudid-

visual materials are usually assigned to boys. For elementary school.
. 1

children this kind of discrimination in classroom activity reinforces

5
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traditional stereotypes and at the same time limits equality

opportunity.

In:relation:to reward and punishment tn the'Classroomi. children

perceive males as having more negative types of teacher contact--more

yelling at anctpaddling, yes paddling! One particularly perverse

e of pUnishment requires that males sit with the females. If we

continually restrict classroom opportunities -Mr learning becaute of

sex role expectatjons in the clASsroom roe are not really adeqUately

preparing th'e stustents for the world 6-utside th'e,classroom. Therefore,

we must search long and hard.o find ways in which we are justified in

.differential treatment of boys and girls. If there are equal standards
, .

of behavior, in, the classroom, then a very obedient, quiet gii-Lmay be

as much as example of problem behavior as the more attention-getting

behavior of the aggres.sive and dominant boy, Extremely passive or

extremely aggressive behavior is problematic when it occurs in either
of

sex..

The role of thesbhool in our *democratic society is to prepare

.people to assume the re onstbilities of maintaining the.society.

The citizen in a democra y is -faced with choices and must'make

decisions regarding them. In this sense the role of the teacher is .

critical. The teacher must know where he or she stands in relation

to the traditional and to the more contemporary view of sex roles.

The more traditional version of sex roles views woman as the primary

nurturer and child raiser.with the =le as the breadwinner. A more

contemporary.yiew sees both parents as nurturers, sharing responsir

bilities, and perhaps being equal:Nearners as well, Because some

basic ideas about sex roles stem frdm religious beliefs, it is

necessary to recognize the legitimacy of the traditional view.. But

r , 6



SEX ROLE IDENTIFICATION - 5

this view need not be regarded as mmcllithic. As we qodjuft inStruCttony

to ch'ildr:en Of .different abilities, must also* provide opportunity

for children of different backgrounds.

In order to \16- truly effettive n discussing sex role identifi-
v

cation with others, we need to ,firs examine our own ideas. Who do

you think should be responsible fa making the important decisions in

the family? Which parent do you hink should have the major respon-

sibility for raising children? hich parent mould you call in to

discuss a Childs behavior or achievement problems? How do you feel

about a woman being smarter DT older than her, boyfriend or husband?

Are there any circumstances under which you think it is acceptable for

a womam to sacrifice lier.dtareer? Would 'you personally `prefer to work

for a man or a woman, and why?

How would yau react to a. who acted aggressively or engaged

in fighting, or to a boy who cried or ran from .a fight? what do you
I

think of a. boy-who plays with dolls? In terms of skills, do you think

boys need to be taught to cook' and sew and that girls need mechanical

skills? Do you still feel 'that initiating and paying for dates is

the malpl,:responsibility? As teachers we may be in the posit of

reacting to similar kinds of situations-in the (classroom. Our non-

verbal as well as our verbal reactions to such behaviors may have a

significant effect on shaping our student's perceptions of themselves.

Because our'society is changing so rapidly, it may be necessary

.to do some investigating' oh just how many of our students' families

conform to the traditional nuclear family pattern of two parents, with

ihe mother staying at home, In many cases parent conferences are

-scheduled during the'day, depriving those working motheys and fathers
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f thR opportunity of participation. It-may be revealing to you to

'conduct a study of the ildren in your class, How many children

live with both parents, one parent or relatives? How many have

motheps and fathers who work outs th..,home, and what kinds of
P.

work are they involved in? Because work is the inevitable future

for so many of us, the working mother can serve as'a resource for

thR classroom instead of bein§ viewed as an inconvenience or mis.

fortune.

If
0

we are.to help: our student's develop positive sex role identi-

fitation,.then using specific exercises and techniques to. raise

consciousness can help us to achievh this eal. There are-many

activities which can be Carried out in'the classroom wh4ch Can help

both elementarS, and secondary students become more, aware of their

own ideas about sex roles and the way in which they are reflected

in the classroom as well as in society.. Although there are some

indications,t,hat the traditional image of males and females in

textbooks is changing. , students can'devise a checklist to examine

the number and types of roles portrayed in their schoolbooks.

In small, groups, ask your students to draw up lists of advan-

:tages and disadvantages of being male and female. This can also be

Aone in terms of what they like or dislike about their own sex or

about social rules regarding each sex, An interesting exercise is

to have students identifywhich things they would or wouldn't do
4

as a member of their own'or thR.opposite sex.

Ask your students to:list ten characteristics which describe

males and ten which describe females. Theft ask them to list ten

characteristics whith the ideal person should possess. Discuss

what a stereotype is.
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In the area of language have students write lists of words

which are used to describe each sex.. Examine the words for their

meani gs and Connotation.
-ic

Study the image of males and females.in advertiSing, Have

children collect pictures from magazines or'catalogs and discuss who

is depicted with certain- types of tools, toys,'and products. Let

'them make a collage of the :,ideal male, and female..

n s ma 11 g ro-uOkaAteg41-1s. disous-ethetrfeettmgsaboutboys:

who cry, who sai-en'f a; .smart as they, who are shorter, or who like

to cook, sew; or knit. Let.the boys ,discuss girls who are not very

pretty, who are better in sports or who are taller or smarter than

they.

Ask your students to draw their ownllife line from birth to age

one hundred,' majcing notes on their activities every ten years.. Ask

the children what they want toibe.When they grow up. Then ask them

to do the exercise again, this time responding as if they were a

member of the opposite sex. Compare the two responses and have them

discuss the differences.

The area of career education is being recognii as an important

area of curriculum. It is also one of the most constr tive ways in

which to broaden the number of options for both sexes, 'Many of the

newer career education materials are displaying both sexes in nany

jobs formerly occupied by only one sex. Have students collect or

draw pictures of people in nontraditional.occupations. Have them.

write a job description of duties, salary, and benefits for a job

that interests them.. Be.sure to include the career.of housewife.

Until women are fully integrated into curriculum materials, it

ienecessary to make a special effort to supplement what is presently
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being used Particuldty fruitful is the introduction and discussion

of famous women through biographies.-' In this way students will be
-

-able to identify the important contributions ,women throughout history .

haVe made to society'.

While most of. these activities can be done with students of any

age, sdlne exercises are re appropriate for the high school student.

Sex role stereotyping pervades all subjects, and can profitably be

studied in relation to all of them. Career opportunities,are also

better studied 'in relation to specifil'sUbjects.

In.the.social studies or history.clAses, students might study

the role of the sexes in matriarchal cultures flavf students identify
)

forgotten women in Americ.an history. Oral hiSloriei of older women in

the community can be collected to give insight into our pioneer

heritage. Ask students to identify those laws, state or federal,

which dffferentiateletwpen males and females. Identify the rights

. of, womer(on an international scale with regard to voting, divorce;

and abortion
*

In the literature crassesi have. students analyze the m4sages

of popular fairy tales and myths. Speculate on their impact. Have

.

them write a nonsexist fairy tale or rewrite A
.

sexist one. Those

books in'tlie high schoOl curriculum whiOh are about women shown a

preponderance.of neurosis and madness (3). While more positive

examples should be included, it can be constructive to examine madness

in the social context of Women's:lives,
,'

In the art clastes include the work of women artisits. Also

S compare the way men and women have been,depicted in painting and

sculpture.

st
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Ask your students to conduct a survey of the number, types of

positions. , and salaries of'males an-d females In a particular business.

enterprise, school corporation, or in local government.

An interesting as well as revealing exercise would J4e to have

istudentS write their Ideal marriage contract. Have them include the

expectations, duties, and responsibilities for both partners.

Because we are-dealing with values as tiell.as roles:it needS

to be Pemembei-ed that there will be many, ;differences of opinions

The role of the teacher:is thit.,of helping stude,nts to clarify their

own opinions and values regarding sex roles,,rather than to impose

those of the teacher. It is necessary; while d4sCussing theSe issues,

that the climate in the classroom be nonjudgMental.in order to encourage

free and 'open Aiscussion. If We want the student to 'respond honestly,

then there needS to be respect for that inddvidual's r.f.ght, to his or

her own opinion. Hopefully, with this atmosphere of acceptance, student

Will not only expand their ideas about sex roles, but in the process

.begin to develop into openminded people who can examine any issue and

make'resp nsible decisions for themselves,
7
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